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Abstract: Ribonuclease H (RNase H) belongs to the nucleotidyl-transferase (NT) superfamily and hydrolyzes
the phosphodiester linkages that form the backbone of the RNA strand in RNA•DNA hybrids. This enzyme
is implicated in replication initiation and DNA topology restoration and represents a very promising target
for anti-HIV drug design. Structural information has been provided by high-resolution crystal structures of
the complex RNase H/RNA•DNA from Bacillus halodurans (Bh), which reveals that two metal ions are
required for formation of a catalytic active complex. Here, we use classical force field-based and quantum
mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations for modeling the nucleotidyl transfer reaction in RNase H,
clarifying the role of the metal ions and the nature of the nucleophile (water versus hydroxide ion). During
the catalysis, the two metal ions act cooperatively, facilitating nucleophile formation and stabilizing both
transition state and leaving group. Importantly, the two Mg2+ metals also support the formation of a meta-
stable phosphorane intermediate along the reaction, which resembles the phosphorane intermediate
structure obtained only in the debated �-phosphoglucomutase crystal (Lahiri, S. D.; et al. Science 2003,
299 (5615), 2067-2071). The nucleophile formation (i.e., water deprotonation) can be achieved in situ,
after migration of one proton from the water to the scissile phosphate in the transition state. This proton
transfer is actually mediated by solvation water molecules. Due to the highly conserved nature of the
enzymatic bimetal motif, these results might also be relevant for structurally similar enzymes belonging to
the NT superfamily.

Introduction

The nucleotidyl-transferase (NT) superfamily comprises
enzymes able to catalyze the hydrolysis of phosphodiester
linkages that form the backbone of DNA and RNA strands. An
important class of sequence-nonspecific metallo-endonucleases,
which belongs to the NT superfamily, is ribonuclease H (RNase
H). In the presence of Mg2+ ions, the cofactors necessary for
optimal activity, RNase H hydrolyzes the P-O3′ bond of the
RNA strand, degrading RNA•DNA hybrids.1 These ubiquitous
enzymes are mainly implicated in replication initiation and DNA
topology restore,2,3 and due to RNase H activity in HIV reverse
transcriptase (HIV-RT), it represents a promising target for anti-
HIV drug design.4,5

High-resolution crystals have revealed the structural arrange-
ment of the complex formed by RNase H and its substrate, the
RNA•DNA hybrid.6–9 A divalent bimetal architecture of the
catalytic site has been defined, as originally proposed by Steitz
and Steitz.10 The two Mg2+ ions are jointly coordinated to a
nonbridging oxygen of the scissile phosphate of the substrate
RNA strand and are surrounded by four conserved carboxylates
(D71, E109, D132 and D192, Figure 1) and water molecules.
This bimetal motif of the catalytic site has been suggested for
other classes of structurally similar enzymes that incorporate
the highly conserved DDE motif in their sequence11 and belong
to the NT superfamily (e.g., Holliday junction resolvase,
retroviralintegrase,transposase,andRISCnucleaseArgonaute).12–14
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Stereochemical studies of RNase H activity have suggested
a general reaction scheme that shows an in-line SN2-like
nucleophilic attack on the scissile phosphorus atom by the nu-
cleophilic group that is believed to be, in its final form, one
hydroxide ion.15,16 Then, after the nucleophilic attack, the
inversion of the phosphate stereo configuration and formation
of the 5′-phosphate and 3′-hydroxy function of the RNA strand
conclude the catalytic action (Scheme 1). Thus, the divalent
metal ions have been suggested to stabilize the overall negative
charge along the reaction pathway and to facilitate the formation
of the nucleophilic hydroxide ion by dissociation of a metal-
bound water. A hydroxide ion is the common choice as
nucleophilic group when studying this type of hydrolytic
mechanism.17 In this way, the catalytic site includes a better
nucleophile (i.e., the nucleophilicity of the hydroxide ion is
higher than water), and the problem of water dissociation and
formation of a nucleophilic hydroxide ion is overcome. How-
ever, the common assumption that one hydroxide ion is already
present in the starting system explains neither the mechanism
of its formation, nor the energy necessary to have such early
water dissociation. In this regard, it is important to mention that
the pro-Rp oxygen of the phosphate immediately 3′ to the scissile
bond has been demonstrated to be essential for optimal catalysis.
Experiments show that replacement of the pro-Rp oxygen with
a sulfur atom reduces the kcat of Escherichia coli RNase HI by
86%. That is, phosphorothioate substitution of the phosphate
3′ to the scissile phosphodiester bond of the substrate, in E.
coli RNase HI, reduced the kcat value of the wild-type RNase
HI by 6.9-fold.18 Indeed, this indicates a key role of the pro-Rp

oxygen, suggesting either its possible role as a general base for
water deprotonation (i.e., nucleophile formation) or its function
to stabilize and orient the attacking hydroxide ion, through the
formation of a hydrogen bond. The unclear, but critical, role of
the pro-Rp oxygen is also pointed out by a stereochemical
study15 (matrix-assisted desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass
spectrometry experiments) performed on E. coli RNase H.

Despite the proposed reaction scheme, mechanistic and
dynamical details are needed to understand the bimetal-aided
nucleotidyl transfer reaction. In fact, the fleeting nature of the

reaction transition state allows neither a direct experimental
observation of its geometrical characteristic nor one of its
chemical features, leaving open important questions. Is the
enzymatic mechanism concerted one-step or stepwise with
formation of a stable phosphorane intermediate? How is the
nucleophilic hydroxide ion formed? What is the role of the pro-
Rp oxygen during the catalysis? How are the two metal cofactors
aiding the catalysis?

In the effort to capture the thermodynamic aspects of catalysis,
and progress to answer the aforementioned questions, we use a
computational approach, which includes classical force field-
based and first principles quantum mechanics/molecular me-
chanics calculations19 for the modeling of the nucleotidyl
transfer reaction in Bacillus halodurans (Bh) RNase H com-
plexed with the hybrid RNA•DNA substrate.6 We have con-
sidered two different reagent states for the enzymatic reaction:
(i) first, a conformation in which the nucleophilic species is a
water molecule (WATN), and (ii) second, one in which a
hydroxide is the reactive agent (OHN). Our computations provide
a consistent interpretation of available experiments and propose
an elegant enzymatic strategy for bimetal-aided nucleotidyl
transfer catalysis.

Computational Materials and Methods

Structural Models. Calculations are based on the crystal-
lographic structure of Bacillus halodurans RNase H complexed with
the hybrid RNA•DNA substrate as in the D192N mutated confor-
mation (pdb code 1ZBL, 2.2 Å resolution).6 Although the mutant
enzyme is completely inactive, D192N substitution supposedly does
not significantly affect the active site architecture.6 Furthermore,
D192N mutation affects the active site much less than D132N
mutation, which perturbs the coordination shell of the A-site Mg2+.6

For this reason, in the molecular model employed herein, N192 is
replaced by D192 to reproduce the wild-type conformation. The
remaining structural details of the molecular model are retained as
in the crystallographic structure. This includes the Mg2+ ions
coordination sphere in the active configuration of the enzyme upon
DNA•RNA substrate binding (Figure 1).

MD Simulations. Molecular dynamics is used to equilibrate the
complex at physiological conditions and provide a suitable model
of the Michaelis complex for subsequent Car-Parrinello (CP)
quantum mechanical/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calcula-
tions.20 The AMBER force field is adopted for the simulations,21

whereas the NAMD package22 is used as the MD engine. The metal
active site is treated with a flexible nonbonded approach based on
the “atoms in molecules” partitioning scheme23 of the DFT-BLYP
electronic density of the active site, as explained in detail in ref
24. This allows one to account for the charge transfer interactions
between Mg2+ ions and their ligands and permits possible structural
rearrangements at the active site during the MD simulations. More
details on the MD setup procedure and rmsd data are reported in
Supporting Information and ref 24. A ∼25 ns classical MD
trajectory is performed using a water molecule as nucleophile. The
system was equilibratated within the initial ∼2 ns and maintained
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Figure 1. RNase H structural and catalytic features. (Left) Cartoon of the
complex RNase H/RNA•DNA hybrid. RNase H is in gray, DNA is in red,
and RNA is in blue; orange spheres indicate the Mg2+ ions. (Right) Close-
up of the catalytic site, including the RNA strand, and key residues and
water molecules coordinated to the two Mg2+ ions.
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a very low rmsd with respect to the X-ray structure. From the
equilibrated trajectory, a configuration featuring a nucleophilic
hydroxyl ion (OH-) has been built and run for ∼1 ns, which was
the time needed to relax the local H-bond network around the
nucleophilic agent (the remaining structural determinants of the
complex remained unchanged).

QM/MM MD Simulations. The reaction pathway is studied
using QM/MM CP25 dynamics:20 the reactive region of the complex
is treated at the quantum level (DFT-BLYP)26,27 and includes
namely the Mg2+ coordination sphere (DDED motif: D71, E109,
D132, D192), part of the RNA A4, C5, C6 nucleotides, and
solvation water molecules (Figure 2). Two starting structures
derived from preparatory MD simulations are considered, in which
the nucleophilic species is either a water molecule (WAT) or one
nucleophilic hydroxide ion (OH-). The remaining part of the
complex is treated using classical force field.21 The valence
electrons are described by a plane wave basis set up to a cutoff of
70 Ry. A 20 × 20 × 18 Å3 cell includes the QM part of the system.
The interactions between valence electrons and ionic cores are
described with norm-conserving Martins-Troullier pseudopoten-
tials.28 QM/MM CP dynamics are carried out with a time step of
0.12 fs (for a total run time of ∼200 ps) and a fictitious electron
mass of 500 au; constant temperature simulations are achieved by
coupling the system with a Nosé-Hoover29,30 thermostat at 500
cm-1 frequency. The interactions between the MM and QM regions
are coupled in a Hamiltonian scheme as in ref 20. Notably, a

rigorous Hamiltonian treatment of the electrostatic interaction
between QM and MM regions is used as in ref 31. The approach
has been shown to accurately describe a variety of enzymatic
systems,32,33 in particular metallo-enzymes and DNA complexes.34–38

CP calculations have also been used to correctly predict relative
pKa values.39,40

QM/MM protocol includes an initial equilibration of the con-
figuration produced by MD simulations, followed by a short run
where only the MM part is free to move, while the QM part is
kept frozen. Then, the whole system is allowed to move and heat
up to 300 K (∼2 ps); after that, trajectories are collected for analysis.
Configurations from the equilibrated QM/MM simulations are used
for free energy calculations. The phosphate transfer reaction is
described with a reaction coordinate (RC) defined as the difference
between the length of the forming bond (Onucl-P) and that of the
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Scheme 1. Chemical Mechanisms for Phosphodiester Bond Hydrolysis Catalyzed by RNase Ha

a Two nucleophilic agents are considered: water (WAT pathway, bottom) and hydroxide ion (OH- pathway, top) (see also Figures 1 and 2). An in-line
SN2-like nucleophilic attack on the scissile phosphorus atom by the nucleophilic group is followed by the inversion of the phosphate stereo configuration and
formation of the 5′-phosphate and 3′-hydroxy function of the RNA strand.
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breaking bond (P-O3′). This RC is well suited for SN2-like
reactions.41,42 “Blue-moon” ensemble simulations are carried out
adiabatically constraining the RC, while leaving all other degrees
of freedom free to evolve. The free energy surface (FES) of the
reaction is obtained by thermodynamic integration.43 The pathway
from reactants to products is divided in 14 steps, with a resolution
of 0.2 Å that has been showed to lead to a reasonable compromise
between accuracy and CPU-time consumption (additional steps with
0.1 Å resolution are considered in the vicinity of the intermediate
states).17,34,36 Each step is simulated for at least 5 ps, or until the
force on the constraint is equilibrated (i.e., the running averages
over 1 ps windows varies less than 5%). The MD-averaged force
acting on the 1-D RC is plotted versus the length of the RC. The
free energy profile is then obtained by integration of the force
profile, leading to the description of the FES. The error associated
to the critical points of FES is calculated by propagating the error
on forces at every step, using the propagation of error formula for
linear functions. The free energy values should be considered
approximate due to the still limited sampling accessible to first
principles DFT calculations, the choice of a 1-D RC, and the
limitations of current GGA XC functionals. The catalytic pathways
are then characterized in terms of the variation of critical bond
lengths averaged over the equilibrated trajectory of each simulation
step.

Results and Discussion

The X-ray structure of Bh RNase H in complex with hybrid
RNA•DNA substrate shows that two Mg2+ ions are located in

the active site where the cleavage of phosphodiester bond is
catalyzed.6 As mentioned above, MD is used to equilibrate the
complex of the reconstructed wild type conformation starting
from the D192N mutant crystallographic model.24 RNase H is
highly stable in the multi-nanosecond time scale (∼25 ns, 1.8(2)
Å rmsd for the protein heavy atoms), whereas RNA•DNA
substrate, although more flexible in solution (3.2(4) Å rmsd for
heavy atoms), maintains unaltered interactions with the enzyme
with respect to the crystal structure. Note, the coordination shells
of the two metal ions are very well preserved and the position
of the nucleophilic water, in the apical coordination of the A-site
Mg2+ ion (MgA, Figure 1), is conserved throughout the entire
simulation.24

Two different reagent states have been taken into account to
study the enzymatic reaction: (i) one in which the nucleophilic
species is a water molecule (WAT), and (ii) a second in which
a hydroxide ion (OH-) is the reactive nucleophile. For each
pathway (PWAT, and POH-, respectively, Figure 2), constrained
CP QM/MM simulations are performed to sample the reaction
coordinate (RC) throughout the [-1.4, 1.4] Å spatial window
needed to reach the product state. RC is defined as the difference
between the length of breaking and forming bonds, RC ) (r1
- r2), where r1 ) P-O3′, and r2 ) P-OWAT/OH-. The structural
and energetic features of the reactions are summarized in Figures
2 and 3, whereas in Figure 4 structural comparisons with
available X-ray data are shown.

OH- Nucleophile Pathway (POH-). The free energy surface
(FES) shows two minima, reagents (R) and products (P),
separated by a transition state (TS) maximum (Figures 2 and
3). In the R state, the system is stabilized by a well-structured
H-bond network, which is centered on the two Mg2+ metal ions.
The breaking bond is r1 ≈ 1.69 Å, whereas the nascent bond

(41) Akola, J.; Jones, R. O. J. Phys. Chem. B 2003, 107 (42), 11774–
11783.

(42) Meijer, E. J.; Sprik, M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1998, 120 (25), 6345–
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129 (2), 241–251.

Figure 2. Structural evolution of the reaction. Selected snapshots taken for the QM/MM dynamics of the two investigated pathways for RNase H catalysis
(only QM atoms are shown explicitly, the rest of the system is shown in thinner lines). (Top) OH- pathway: the nucleophilic group is one hydroxide ion,
R. The phosphorane-like TS is shown in the middle. Then, inversion of the phosphate stereo configuration and formation of the 5′-phosphate and 3′-hydroxy
function of the RNA strand are shown in P. (Bottom) WAT pathway: the nucleophilic group is a water molecule, R. The nucleophilic attack leads to TS1,
where a proton shuttle (PT1) involves 3 water molecules that bridge the scissile phosphate and WAT (red labels). The protonation of the scissile phosphate
stabilizes the phosphorane group, causing the formation of the meta-stable intermediate INT (black label). Then, TS2 (blue label) leads to the final product
P, in which the cleavage of the RNA strand is definitely completed, and the protonation of the 3′-hydroxy function of the RNA strand takes place (PT2).
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is r2 ≈ 3.09 Å. The internuclear distance between the two Mg2+

ions (d7) is 4.08 Å. From this point, RC is progressively
decreased. At RC ) 0 Å, the length of both r1 and r2 is 1.91
Å. d7 decreases along the pathway, reaching the minimal value
of 3.83 Å at RC ) 0 Å. The variation of other significant
distances (labeled as in Figure 3) indicates structural changes
concomitant with the phosphoryl transfer; the distance between
the B-site Mg2+ ion and the 3′ oxygen atom (d6) decreases,
indicating a stabilization of the leaving 3′ oxygen. Simulta-
neously, the distance between the A-site Mg2+ ion and the
bridging oxygen (d4) also decreases, as evidence that the OH-

group is approaching the scissile phosphorus. Also, the distance
between the OH- and the A-site Mg2+ ion (d3) progressively
increases along the reaction pathway, further indicating that the
OH- group is approaching the scissile phosphorus. Finally, the
distance between OH- and the pro-Rp oxygen (d2: distance
between the nucleophilic hydrogen and pro-Rp oxygen) de-

creases along the reaction pathway, indicating a strong H-bond
that helps in maintaining the near-attack conformation of the
OH- group.

When RC ) 0.4 Å (Figure 3), the transition state (TS) is
reached. Here, r1 has a value of 2.20 Å, while r2 decreases to
1.80 Å, which indicates an associative mechanism for phos-
phoryl transfer. At this point, the two metal ions are 3.87 Å
apart. At RC ) 0.6 Å the system evolves downhill toward the
product state (P) on the FES. At RC ) 1.4 Å, the inversion of
the phosphate stereo configuration and formation of the 5′-
phosphate and 3′-hydroxy function of the RNA strand concludes
the catalytic action. Upon removal of the RC constraint, the
system falls into the product well, at a final value of RC ≈ 1.8
Å where r1 ) 3.55 Å, and r2 ) 1.64 Å. The product formation
is accompanied by the shortening of distances d4 and d6 (∼2
Å), whereas d3 and d5 increase their values to ∼4.1 Å. The
distance between the metal ions (d7) is slightly diverging at
this stage, indicating a possible collapse of the active site
architecture at the product state.

WAT Nucleophile Pathway (PWAT). The nucleophilic agent
considered in this pathway is a water molecule (WAT). The
QM system includes also 12 solvation waters, previously treated
at the MM level in the POH-, that are forming an ordered H-bond
network in the catalytic site. In this case, the FES shows three
distinct minima: reagents (R), intermediate (INT), and products
(P), separated by two transition states (TS1 and TS2). As in
POH-, in the R state, the system is stable and centered on the
two Mg2+ ions. The bond in breaking r1 is 1.68 Å, whereas
the bond in forming is ∼3.08 Å (Figures 2 and 3). The
internuclear distance d7 between the two ions is 3.90 Å.
Interestingly, WAT allows a shorter internuclear distance
between the two metal ions, in comparison to that showed in R
of POH- (4.08 Å).

At RC ) -0.4 Å (Figure 3), the TS1 configuration is reached
in which the average force on RC constraint is zero. The length
of r1 is 1.75 Å, just slightly longer than that in the R state.
However, r2 is now 2.15 Å, which indicates a bond is forming.
Importantly, WAT loses one of its protons (PT1), which is
transferred to a nearby water molecule and not to the pro-Rp

oxygen of RNA C6. Thus, the role of the pro-Rp oxygen is to
maintain the right orientation of the nucleophile during the
attack, while it does not act as a general base. The spontaneous
proton transfer on a water molecule initiates a chain of fast (sub-
picosecond time scale) proton transfers that ultimately shuttles
the proton to the Rp oxygen of the scissile phosphate. Three
water molecules that bridge the scissile phosphate and WAT
are involved in this proton shuttle. In principle, diverse paths
for this proton shuttle could be possible, if a different H-bond
network was formed. Nevertheless, this would likely not affect
the mechanism for nucleophilic attack on the phosphate, since
the proton shuttle is a barrier-less event. The internuclear
distance d7 between the two metals is 3.87 Å, as for the POH-

pathway. The other significant distances conserve their initial
values; only d2 shows an increment to 2.34 Å, which corre-
sponds to a weakening of the H-bond formed with the pro-Rp

oxygen.
When RC ∈ [-0.1, 0.1] Å, a metastable pentavalent phos-

phorane intermediate INT is formed, while the scissile phosphate
remains protonated. At RC ) 0 Å, both r1 and r2 are 1.82 Å,
indicating the formation of a phosphorane species. At this point,
d2 reaches the maximum value of 2.9 Å, while the two Mg2+

ions are 3.85 Å apart. Interestingly, during RfTS1fINT, d7
decreases as in the previous pathway indicating that the two

Figure 3. Structural and energetic properties of the reaction. Free energy
profiles of the two investigated pathways for RNase H catalysis (bottom).
Selected average bond distances of the pathway having one water (middle)
or one hydroxide ion (top) as nucleophilic group. Bond distance labels as
on the scheme at the very top. r1 and r2 are the breaking and forming
P-O bond lengths describing the reaction, respectively, and are highlighted
in bold lines.
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metal ions are coming closer in a concerted fashion. This
facilitates the phosphorane formation through an electrostatic
stabilization of both the nucleophilc oxygen and the leaving 3′
oxygen atoms, which are both directly coordinated in apical
positions to the two metals (Figure 2).

At RC ) 0.6 Å (Figure 3), a second transition state TS2 is
formed. The bond r2 is definitely formed, showing a length of
1.68 Å, while r1 is ∼2.28 Å. This late TS2 leads to the final
product (P), in which the cleavage of the RNA strand is
completed. Along INTfTS2fP, the two ions are gradually
falling apart, as shown by the constant increase of d7, passing
from 3.85 Å in INT to 3.96 Å in TS2 and finally to 4.5 Å in P
(Figure 3). The final formation of the 5′-phosphate leads to the
decreasing of d2 during the release of the product. Then, upon
removal of the constraint, the system falls toward the final
product. At this point we observe the protonation of the leaving
3′-hydroxy function, by the protonated 5′-phosphate: the proton
on the scissile phosphate is transferred onto the leaving 3′
oxygen via a water wire mechanism, inducing the definitive
release of the leaving group, which loses its coordination to
the B-site Mg2+, as indicated by the increase of d6 (∼3 Å in
P). Further indications of the formation of the final product are
also the changes of distances d3 and d5 (∼4 Å and ∼3.4 Å in
P, respectively), which increase along the reaction pathway.

Energetics of the Enzymatic Reactions. The FES of each of
the investigated pathways (i.e., PWAT and POH-) is computed by
thermodynamic integration as described in the method section; the
resulting activation barriers are plotted in Figure 3. As expected,
the lowest free energy barrier is obtained when the nucleophilic
agent is a hydroxide (OH-), where a one-step mechanism is
observed (RfTSfP) with a ∆F ) 10.5 ( 1.1 kcal mol-1 (Figure
3). A quasi-flat region of the FES is obtained in the interval RC ∈
[-0.1, 0.1] Å, in which we cannot rule out the presence of a meta-
stable intermediate. However, when WAT is the attacking nucleo-
phile as in PWAT, a competitive free energy barrier is obtained
(Figure 3) that clearly shows such a meta-stable intermediate. In
fact, a stepwise profile RfTS1fINTfTS2fP, INT connects two
distinct transition states, TS1 and TS2. The rate-limiting step is
TS2, with a ∆F ) 16.0 ( 1.4 kcal mol-1 higher than the reagent
state R. TS1 has ∆F ) 14.2 ( 1.0 kcal mol-1, whereas INT is
only ∼2 kcal mol-1 lower than TS1 (∆F ) 12.0 ( 1.2 kcal mol-1).
Thus, the FES of PWAT indicates the existence of a pentavalent
phosphorane intermediate such as that observed in �-phospho-
glucomutase,44–49 while the high energy of INT may be the reason
why such an intermediate state has not been resolved yet by
crystallography. Also, the pentavalent phosphorane intermediate
has never been observed in previous computational studies
performed on other phosphoryl transfer enzymes approached with
similar techniques and level of theory, namely soluble epoxide
hydrolase (sEH),34,35 HIV-1 integrase,50 and cyclin-dependent
kinase 2 (CDK2).51

Interestingly, the relative stability of INT along PWAT seems
to be caused by the presence of a proton on the scissile
phosphate in the transition region (TS1fINTfTS2) during
catalysis. Indeed, the protonation of the scissile phosphate seems
to stabilize the phosphorane formation, causing a lowering of
its energy and the formation of the meta-stable intermediate
INT. Conversely, this does not occur along POH- where the
scissile phosphate is always deprotonated.

It is important to notice that PWAT implicitly includes the free
energy needed for the dissociation of WAT observed at the point
TS1. The spontaneous WAT deprotonation indicates a low-
energy barrier process. To compare the FES of the two
pathways, PWAT and POH-, to a first approximation, one can
account for the dehydration energy needed for the formation of
the nucleophilic hydroxide group at the reagents state. We
estimated the barrier of this event to be about 3 kcal mol-1,
using a constrained CP QM/MM calculation performed at TS1

(RC ) -0.4 Å). Taking this into account, the two pathways
might show a rate-limiting step with almost comparable energy
(TS in POH- could be as high as 13.5 kcal mol-1 vs 16 kcal
mol-1 for TS2 in PWAT). Hence, within the uncertainty related
to the calculated free energy in our scheme, we cannot safely
discard either pathway based on the energy profiles. Also,
experimental data do not unambiguously prove the preference
of one nucleophilic group versus the other: the optimum pH
for RNase H activity is reported to be about 8, whereas the
optimal Mg2+ concentration is ∼8 mM.52,53 However, it is not
clear how to relate these data to the protonation state of the
nucleophilic group, which is likely more affected by local
conditions in the catalytic site, namely by the presence of the
Mg2+ ion, which can reduce the pKa of the first Mg2+ solvation
shell by several units, through its electrostatic and chelating
effects.54 Nevertheless, further studies would be needed and are
in progress to investigate the pKa of the nucleophile and
surrounding groups during catalysis and its dependency on the
local metal concentration.

Furthermore, the free energy values can be compared with
kinetics data currently available for RNase H enzyme, although
from another organism. Shaw-Reid et al. 5 measured the kinetic
parameters of 4 substrate analogs for HIV-1 RNase H activity.
The experimental kcat values range from 1.01 to 0.11 min-1,
which correspond to a free energy range from ∼19.8 to ∼21.2
kcal mol-1. It is reasonable to assume that these data provide
an upper limit of the native catalytic rate in Bh RNase H, since
a faster reaction (i.e., a higher kcat) would be expected for the
real substrate. However, it is not trivial to estimate the accuracy
of the computed free energy barriers with respect to the value
of the native catalytic rate, for which we have only an upper
limit. The calculated FES might suffer by an underestimation
that is intrinsic in our method within the DFT-BLYP level of
theory.55 On the other hand, the choice of a simple 1-D RC
might cause an overestimation of the free energy barrier.
Nonetheless, the computed barriers remain qualitatively con-
sistent with the available kinetic data for substrate analogs for
HIV-1 RNase H activity.

Finally, a comparison of the enzymatic barriers with that of
the phosphoryl transfer reaction in water is useful in quantifying
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the catalytic power of the RNase H enzymatic mechanism. For
our case, the study of Akola and Jones41 is the most relevant
because it concerns the hydrolysis of the Mg2+-complexed
methyl thiophosphate in water, studied by means of CPMD
calculations. The barriers found for different mechanisms
(dissociative and associative) are ∼35-40 kcal mol-1. Thus,
this result further shows the efficiency of the enzymatic
mechanisms proposed herein.

Role of Mg2+ Metal Ions. The two metals act simultaneously
in order to promote and facilitate an efficient catalysis as in
POH- and PWAT. In fact, the distance between the ions decreases
along the reaction pathway, from the reactants to TS, as shown
in Figure 3. After TS or INT states, the two metals start to
relax to their original positions, until the release of the product
leads to an even longer distance (4.7 Å, Figure 4) which likely
precedes a collapse of the complex, with eventually complete
solvation and release of the metal ions from the catalytic pocket.

Nowotny and Yang,1,6,8 based on crystallographic evidence,
suggested previously this cooperative behavior of the two metal
ions. Importantly, our calculations confirm that the two metal
ions have a different role, while behaving in a cooperative
fashion. In particular, the A-site Mg2+ conserves the ideal
octahedral coordination along the entire pathway, thus stabilizing
the nucleophile near-attack conformation. Interestingly, the
coordination of the B-site Mg2+ is slightly irregular: its starting
coordination includes five ligands, which would induce a less-
stable coordination shell. However, the metal coordination of
D132 changes from monodentate to bidentate a few times (i.e.,
5 or a 6 ligands-shell coordination) along the simulations. Thus,
the B-site Mg2+ plays a dual role: stabilizing the leaving group
after phosphodiester bond cleavage and likely destabilizing the

substrate-enzyme complex, as suggested by Nowotny and
Yang.1,6,8 Finally, we also observed the hydration of the A-site
Mg2+ coordination shell upon reaching the product state, where
water molecules saturate the metal octahedral coordination,
according to the crystallographic hypotheses.

Overall, the present computations offer a striking confirmation
of the mechanistic hypotheses based on the crystallographic
findings of Nowotny and Yang,1,6–8 as shown by the superim-
positions of structures reported in Figure 4. Both the TS in POH-

and TS1fINTfTS2 multiple state in PWAT are remarkably
similar to the X-ray “intermediate” state8 (rmsd ≈ 0.7 Å for
the metal site) proposed by the crystallographers. Only one
subtle discrepancy, namely, the internuclear distance of the two
Mg2+ ions, is observed. In fact, calculations provide a 3.8(1) Å
separation between the two ions, whereas in the crystals the
distance is ∼3.4 Å. This is likely due to the fact that the X-ray
“intermediate” crystal structure8 lacks the scissile phosphate
group so as to impair the enzymatic activity and allow the
resolution of the complex. This gap, partially filled by a water
molecule, likely allows the two metal ions to stay closer than
in the true reactive/intermediate state. First principles calcula-
tions implicitly account for steric and electronic contributions
of the phosphodiester group between the two metal ions along
the reaction pathway and support a slightly longer internuclear
distance at the intermediate state.

The agreement between the product state proposed based on
crystallographic data and the computed one, as shown by the
superimpositions reported in Figure 4, is remarkable. An
increasing metal-metal distance is observed with their partial
solvation and the release of RNA hydrolyzed strand outside the
catalytic cleft. Overall, the crystallographic structure seems
slightly more advanced toward the final product release.

An interesting point regarding the role of the Mg2+ ion(s) in
catalyzing phosphoryl-transfer reactions can be observed by
comparing these results with a recent study of ours,34 which
uses an identical computational approach for investigating the
enzymatic activity of the soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH). The
catalytic site of sEH includes only one Mg2+ cation, instead of
two ions as in the case of RNase H. Although the type of
catalyzed reaction (i.e., phosphoryl transfer) is the same in both
enzymes, the observed TS geometry is different: the RNase H
catalysis shows an associative phosphorane-like TS, whereas
the sEH catalysis shows a rather metaphosphate-like TS/
intermediate. We suggest that this difference is induced by the
position of the metal(s) in the TS. In fact, during the sEH
catalysis, the metaphosphate group that is transferred is stabilized

Figure 4. Structural comparison of intermediate and product states with
available crystallographic data. Superimposition of representative structures
of the transition state region (TS1, INT, TS2) (top) and the product state
(bottom) from the pathway having a water as nucleophile (PWAT) with the
intermediate-like (top) and product-like (bottom) crystallographic structures,
respectively, as reported in ref 8.

Scheme 2. Metal Content and Nature of the Reactiona

a Different mechanisms for phosphoryl-transfer (associative Vs. dissocia-
tive) might be induced by the metal(s) position and stochiometry at the
TS. The metaphosphate-like TS, typical for a dissociative mechanism, is
stabilized by its apical coordination to the only Mg2+ ion present in the
catalytic site as reported in refs 33, 34. Conversely, in the RNase H catalysis,
the position of the two Mg2+ cations stabilizes the attacking and leaving
groups, while the metaphosphate group is accommodated between the two
metals, forming a phosphorane-like TS geometry.
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by its apical coordination to the only Mg2+ ion present in the
catalytic site (Scheme 2). On the other hand, in the RNase H
catalysis, the two Mg2+ cations stabilize the attacking and
leaving groups, while the metaphosphate group is accom-
modated between the two metals, forming a phosphorane-like
TS geometry (Scheme 2). Thus, different mechanisms for
enzymatic phosphoryl transfer (associative versus dissociative)
might be generally induced according to the metal(s) stochi-
ometry and geometry. This hypothesis, however, is still specula-
tive at this point and needs more accurate and extended
mechanistic investigations to be supported.

Conclusion

We present mechanistic details and the free energy profile
of the enzymatic activity of RNase H, which hydrolyzes the
P-O3′ bond of the RNA strand in RNA•DNA hybrids. A key
point is that the two Mg2+ cations, which are required for
activity, are playing a concerted role in the catalysis.

Two pathways, which differ on the nature of the nucleophile,
have been studied: (i) POH- where a hydroxide ion (OH-) is the
nucleophilic agent, and (ii) PWAT where it is a water molecule
(WAT). As expected, due to the high basicity of the OH- group,
POH- shows the lowest free energy barrier (∼10.5 kcal mol-1).
Nevertheless, PWAT shows a competitive mechanism (free energy
barrier ≈ 16 kcal mol-1) if dehydration energy is also taken
into account and could provide a favorable mechanism if the
pKa condition at the active site would not allow an early
nucleophilic deprotonation, which is a necessary chemical step
in order to have a reactive species. Crucially for the latter
mechanism, the formation of the nucleophilic OH- is caused
by the migration of one proton of WAT to the Rp oxygen of
the scissile phosphate. This proton is shuttled by three solvation
water molecules that bridge the nucleophile and the phosphate
at the transition state. Later, the proton is transferred onto the
3′-hydroxy group, during the final product release (Figures 2,
4). This final proton transfer is water-mediated, too. Thus, in
agreement with recent studies,34,35 water molecules solvating
the metal center facilitate the migration of protons involved in
the phosphoryl transfer reaction.

Both POH- and PWAT show an in-line SN2-like nucleophilic
attack on the scissile phosphorus, in agreement with stereo-
chemical studies.15 This leads to an associative mechanism with
phosphorane-like transition states, in excellent agreement with
crystal structures of TS analogues.56,57 Importantly, PWAT

includes a meta-stable pentavalent phosphorane intermediate;
such intermediate, however, could be present along POH-, as well,
and represents a unique characteristic of the free energy profile
of the RNase H catalysis. In fact, it was never observed in
previous computational studies of phosphoryl transfers catalyzed
by other enzymes (i.e., soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH),34,35

HIV-1 integrase,50 and cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2)51),
whereas it resembles the debated crystal structure that shows a
pentavalent phosphorane in �-phosphoglucomutase.58 Although

a real intermediate has never been solved for RNase H, likely
because of the intrinsic high free energy that characterizes it,
our structural findings are also consistent with the TS analogues
resolved for RNase H8 (Figure 4) and could be used for
designing TS-analogue inhibitors.

The debated role of the pro-Rp oxygen during catalysis is
also clarified: it does not seem to act as a general base in
deprotonating the nucleophilic water, but it does support the
reaction by maintaining the near-attack orientation of the
nucleophilic group (either a water or hydroxide), in agreement
with the recent hypothesis of Nowotny and Yang.1,8 Also, the
H-bond between the pro-Rp oxygen and nucleophilic water most
likely decreases the pKa of the nucleophile, inducing an easier
deprotonation and enhancing the catalytic efficiency.

Our findings show that the two Mg2+ ions act in a cooperative
fashion, representing indeed an essential aspect of the reaction
mechanism. In fact, they act simultaneously to promote and
facilitate both nucleophile formation and leaving group stabilization.
As a main result, both POH- and PWAT show a phosphorane-like
transition state in which the associative character of the TS is
supported by the two ions, which get closer to each other in the
TS geometry. Based on this evidence, we suggest that different
mechanisms (associative vs dissociative) for phosphoryl-transfers
could be induced according to the metal(s) geometry and stochi-
ometry during catalysis (Scheme 2).

In conclusion, our computational results complete the mecha-
nistic hypotheses based on the crystallographic findings obtained
by Nowotny and Yang.1,8 Key aspects of the enzymatic activity
of RNase H, such as the mechanism and energetics of nucleo-
phile formation and the role of the metals during catalysis, have
been explicitly thermodynamically characterized via first prin-
ciples molecular dynamics. Due to the conservation of this
bimetal motif in other classes of structurally similar enzymes
that incorporate in their sequence the conserved DDE motif,
the results presented herein might be valid for the enzymes
belonging to the NT superfamily. The knowledge of transition
state geometries and water dynamics is also of practical interest,
because they might eventually be exploited for the design of
specific transition state analogue inhibitors targeting RNase H
and/or homologues enzymes.59
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